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Abstract: Knowledge of psychological factors that negatively affect offender’s consciousnees while comitting 

the water pollution offence is an indespensable requirement for the process of qualifiation and criminal liability 

individualization, as well as that of regulation of behavior standards specific for the activity that produces effect on the 

environment. This paper analyses from legislative and doctrinal point of view the general element charateristic for 

components of water pollution offence aimed to clarify some contradictory aspects concerning the subjective side and 

its features, arguing and supporting the idea that lack of investigation of the subject in question creates and it would be 

likely to create futher uncertainties in classification of such an offence. 
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Introduction 

 

When considering an offence the subjective aspect as an obligatory sign expresses psychicattitude of 

the offender that precedes and accompanies his/her offensive actions or inaction, the attitude influenced and 

controlled by intellectual, volitional and affective (emotional) function of human psyche, that once 

exteriorized allows determination of guilt, motive and the intent of committing an offence.  

 

The methods and materials used 

 

To realise the proposed study, a wide range of didatic and scientific  sources published by the 

authors in this field both within the country and abroad have been used.  

Also, there were used research methods, such as observation, deduction, quantitative and systemic 

methods.  

 

The results obtained and the discussions 

 

As I have mentioned above, the subjective aspect consists of a complex of specific states of 

consciousness that precede and accompany exterior acts and converge to dangerous actions or produce such 

consequences due to negligence of the offender [15, p. 173]. Thus, coming from the notion assigned to the 

subjective aspect as to the sign of the components of the offence, in its turn it also consists of certain 

elements, some of them being obligatory (guilt) and some optional (motive and intent). 

Guilt. Although it is not expressly defined in the Criminal Code, guilt as a compulsory sign of the 

subjective side is defined by the criminal doctrine as the psychic (conscious and objective) attitude of the 

person towards the committed detrimental act and its prejudicial consequences, manifested in the form of 

intention or imprudence [12, p. 235]. Therefore, the latter two different attitudes manifested by the offender 

towards both of his actions or inactions and their consequences are nothing but derived forms of guilt that 

indicate the different degree of social danger of negative manifestation. 

Intent. For a consistent examination and a better understanding of how the intention can be assessed 

and what role this plays in qualification and individualization of the penalty for the water pollution offense, 

we find it appropriate to start from the interpretation of the definition assigned to it by the legislator in the 

text of the provision from art. 17 of the Criminal Code of RM. According to it, “the offense is considered to 
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be committed intentionally if the person who committed it had been aware of the harmful nature of its action 

or inaction, had foreseen its prejudicial consequences and consciously desired or admitted the occurrence of 

such consequences”. At first glance, it seems quite clear that intention means the offender’s mental attitude 

to his deed (committed by action or inaction), as well as prejudicial consequences. However, when we try to 

understand how this will be assessed according to the formal or material nature of the offense, the next 

question arises: what the legislator referred to in the text of the provision cited above - to the consequences 

of danger or to the results of the offense, since, finally both of them are prejudicial consequences. At the 

same time, going further with the interpretation, namely, examining the meaning of the last part of the text 

which renders the content of the same provision: “... has consciously desired or admitted the occurrence of 

these consequences...”, we realize that the legislator nevertheless referred to the consequences of the result, 

since if it were about those of danger, it would be no longer necessary to specify that the offenderdesired 

them or admitted them. Or, once an offense has been committed, if there is no real harm (consequence of the 

outcome) then aneventualone or at least the danger of occurring (consequence of danger) obligatory exists. 

The latter consequence is implied as long as it produces its effect simultaneously with the act of the offender, 

while the consequence of the result has a different nature, which determines to be specified in the law, what 

was made by the legislator when formulating the content of art. 17 of the Criminal Code RM. Especially in 

the case of intentional offenses, the offender seeks to obtain the result (the damage), and if it has not 

occurred, the consequence exists anyway, but it remains to be that of danger, the consequence of an 

"unfulfilled", or better said an "immature", untruthful result. Although in case of a water pollution offense, 

pollution itself is a consequence of the danger of transformation into damage, and therefore the consequence 

may be both a consequence of danger and the result, in the context in which we tend to attribute it formal 

character we consider that the appreciation of intent should be reported only to the deed, the consequences of 

danger being understood, absorbed by it, once they occur concurrently. 

In fact, any offense generates certain consequences (effects). That is, in all situations there is a causal 

relationship between the act and the consequence, but the gravity of the act is determined according to its 

category (of danger or result). Therefore, we reiterate that when distinguishing formal and material 

components of offenses, the mere consequence of the act should not already be used as a determining factor 

in delimiting formal and material offenses. Formal crimes also generate negative consequences, only they 

consisted in the danger of materializing, in other words, transforming into material consequences 

(consequence of result-damage). In their turn, the consequences of danger can be "graduated", in other 

words, divided into different categories of consequences, where those that have a low, insignificant 

prejudicial degree without provoking an imminent (increased) danger, are only the ground of their 

qualification as contravention. Thus, the water pollution offense should be divided into formal and material 

components. Contrary to these considerations, in Spanish and German law, for example, endangering the 

environment, persons or goods traces borders between criminal law and administrative law, in the sense that 

in its absence, the act is not an offense, but an administrative breach. We bring these clarifications here 

because there are still some confusions at the level of doctrine in considering the material or formal character 

of the offense, which creates great difficulties in setting up the criteria of appreciating in the content of each 

of them the compulsory signs of the subjective side, i.e. the guilt, without mentioning its forms (intent and 

imprudence) with its modalities (direct and indirect intent). Clarification is also required for the cases when 

there are two contradictory views on the essence and content of intent, when it refers to formal and material 

crimes, respectively. The first refers to the fact that the intent is only relevant to the qualification of material 

components of the offense (it indicates the psychic attitude of the subject both to action or inaction and to 

consequences (the result). In the case of formal offenses where the consequences (of the result) are not an 

obligatory element that would have an influence on qualification, the psychological attitude of the subject is 

determined only by actions or inactions. Moreover, in the formal components of offenses the classification of 

the direct and indirect intent is meaningless, and in this case we should only speak of direct intent [17, p. 80] 

towards an action or inaction. 

The second position refers to the fact that the offender’s psychic attitude towards both the offense 

and consequences should be determined irrespective of whether it is a material or formal components of 

offense, since each offense is material, once it generates a negative consequence, either formal or material 

[20, p. 35], [4, p. 163]. 

Only here it is observed that some authors do not correctly appreciate the categories of consequences 

while determining the character of the offense, which complicates the process of assessing the importance of 

intent according to each category of offense in part, formal or material, when there is no difference between 
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the consequences (of danger or that of result). Not all offences are material because they are followed by 

consequences, but only those consequences of which are material (they cause damage). 

With all these observations, we remain, however, the followers of the latter position, that is, of the 

fact that as in the case of formal so and material offenses, the psychic attitude of the offender should be 

analyzed both in relation to the deed and the consequences. However, in assessing the offender’s guilt, his or 

her mental attitude towards the deed should be analyzed first and then – towards the consequences, whether 

they are consequences of danger or the result. Therefore, the water pollution offense is, in principle, 

committed only by direct intent to action or inaction, without having to examine it in relation to the 

consequence. However, only the actions of the offender are mainly coordinated with the voluntary factor 

representing the psychic faculty through which the physical energies are consciously mobilized or directed 

towards committing an act of external conduct. Otherwise, if we do not look at things differently (apart in 

relation to action and consequence) we should say that if the deed is committed by intent, then the 

consequence was also generated intentionally, which is not correct because we will not be present at the 

moment of water pollution offense (but in that stipulated in articles 151, 152, 149 of CC of the Republic of 

Moldova) for as long as it requires to be considered the manifestation of the imprudent attitude of the 

offender towards the consequences of the result. Yes, we understand that from a psychological point of view 

the attitude of a person towards a phenomenon cannot be separated, but in the case of pollution offenses, 

before it and at the moment it is committed, the author first of all concentrates his or her emotions and 

consciousness on the physical act (throwing waste), and after thaton the consequences. On the other hand, 

the phrase "admitting consciously" (the indirect intent) used in the text describing the intent (Article 17 CC 

of the Republic of Moldova) is not characteristic of the pollution action, because its meaning, in one way or 

another, leads us in the area of imprudence phenomenon. That is, the person did not commit the deed 

intentionally, but still it did occur, because he or she was not prudent in carrying out his activities although 

he or she could and was obliged to do so, that means that he or she was aware of, but still admitted doing this 

(Article 18 CC of RM). For all these reasons, we support the thesis that, in the case of formal offenses, we 

cannot speak of an indirect intention in relation to deed, especially when we refer to the offense of water 

pollution Even in the case of accidental pollution we speak of recklessness to action and consequence rather 

than indirect intention, because it is not in the offender's power to admit or not to admit an action, because in 

this case he or she should generally abstain from any legal action for fear that his or her activity will, at one 

time or another, cause damage. But we are just living in a world of risks, which should not be a reason for us 

to abstain from any risk-taking activity; indeed, all human activities are accompanied by them. This 

conception, in fact, would even overcome the limits of the precautionary principle which is the most 

restrictive in this respect. Or, pollution acts are always committed by direct intent, only offender consciously 

wanted to throw the garbage about to spread the pesticides over the soil, etc., and did not admit his or her 

action (indirect intent). And the local criminal doctrine considers that the subjective aspect of water pollution 

offense is characterized by intentional guilt (direct intent) in relation to deed and by indirect intent in relation 

to consequences, in the sense that the person in some cases admits or recklessly believes that they will not 

occur or that they can be easily eliminated [13, p. 224]. However, with regard to the last part of the sentence 

(recklessly believes that they will not occur) we notice that although the author mentions indirect implication 

into consequences, the respective attitude is more like recklessness of self-exaggerated confidence (see 

Article 18 CC of RM).And generally it is noted that the attitude which indicates the indirect intent of the 

offender when it is related to the consequences, is similar, practically merges with the imprudence (the 

exaggerated self-confidence), as well as with an exceeding intent (when the offender foresaw more serious 

consequences, but recklessly thought they would not occur). Therefore, now it is required that intent and 

imprudence should be distinctly appreciate in relation to act and consequences, because the intent can be 

direct or indirect only when it relates to consequences. Not coincidentally some authors, when classifying the 

intent, specify that it is presented in two ways (direct and indirect), depending only on the attitude of the 

offender towards the occurrence of harmful consequences [6, p. 204]. They also state that offenses with 

formal components cannot be committed by indirect intent. Other authors stick to the same vision, 

considering that the indirect intent is alien to the formal components of offense [14, p. 68]. The doctrine also 

shows, and rightly so, that as for the guilt for the action that forms the objective aspect of formal offences, it 

can be expressed only in the form of direct intent, because the will of the person in these cases is directed to 

the action [21, p. 214], even if there are consequences in case of all offenses, at least that of danger, if not of 

the result. That is why we can talk about the intent in all its aspects only in the case of the material offences 

(of the result), its modalities can be analyzed only by the simultaneous referring to the deed and the 

consequence, and in case of formal offences - only about the direct intent in relation to action or inaction. 
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Furthermore, today, in a more insistent manner the forms of guilt (intent and imprudence) in the doctrine are 

analyzed in a differentiated way, partially related to acts and consequences, even in case of material offences. 

In this respect, it is also said that while choosing the certain legal-criminal regulation to exactly qualify the 

prejudicial act committed, it is necessary, from the one hand, to determine the psychic attitude displayed by 

the offender in relation to the detrimental act committed and, if necessary, to the prejudicial effect [9, p. 61]. 

For example, while still being examined from the perspective of material offence, when describing the 

subjective aspect, it is mentioned that water pollution offence is characterized by intent or imprudence 

towards the detrimental deed and by imprudence towards the prejudicial consequences [7, p. 1273]. In the 

specialized Russian literature, there are also opinions according to which the offense of water pollution is 

characterized as an offence committed by intent and imprudence towards the action and imprudence towards 

the consequences [19, p. 42].  

Thus, we notice that water pollution offence may be committed as by direct intent, so and by 

imprudence towards the deed.  

The same situation remains valid in the case of considering the water pollution offense as a formal 

one. Thus, we will always say that the action of introducing into the water in any way and by any means 

harmful substances of any kind may be committed by direct intent (the offender wished to carry out these 

actions) and in case when the consequences of the outcome (damage) are present, we will affirm that the 

offender from the psychic point of view manifested towards them imprudence in all its forms. Although the 

offence of water pollution is often committed by direct intent towards the detrimental deed, the situations in 

which it may be committed also by direct intent in relation to consequences are not excluded. For example, 

for the purpose of generating non-material (those of danger), recreational or other consequences, a person 

throws toxic substances into the neighbor's pond, and for this reason the owner, although he has not suffered 

any material loss, since there were not fish in it, he did not used the water from it for irrigation, for animals, 

for swimming, etc., however, he suffers some (non-material) consequences consisting in losing the 

possibility to efficiently use this water body. Thus, in this case, despite the fact that we cannot qualify the 

deed as an offence against the heritage (Article 197 of the Criminal Code of RM), a person's health (Article 

151, 152 of CC of RM), the deed will be certainly qualified as a water pollution offense committed by direct 

intent in relation to the consequences of danger. 

However, there may also be situations when the action of water pollution may be committed and 

considered as a way or means by which another criminal purpose has been reached. In such a case, even if by 

water pollution offense the offender wished the consequences of the result (direct intent) to occur, such as 

killing fish, or animals that will be watered in this pond, or a homicide, although we identify direct intent and 

towards the consequences of the result, finally this deviates from the water component, already involving 

values other than water. Being used as a means of achieving criminal purpose, and on this occasion the deed 

will be directly qualified as a water pollution offense (first of all), as compared with the offense set forth in 

art. 145 paragraph 2 m) CC of RM, if it resulted in the death of the person. This is how it should be qualified; 

at least because nowadays it is considered that the latter substitutes the previous imposing in such a way 

harsher punishment, obviously without applying here the new structure of the provision of art. 229 of CC of 

RM, this being applied only to homicide by negligence as the result of committing the offense of water 

pollution. Or, how it is also affirmed, in terms of causing death of a person, the offender acts imprudently, 

and if the intentional guilt is established, his actions are qualified as a crime against the life and health of the 

person [8, p. 478]. 

In this context, we observe that the offense of water pollution may also be committed by direct intent 

to consequences, that contradicts the position of some criminalists [3, p. 291], which claim that 

environmental offenses cannot be intentionally committed; therefore, the deliberate water pollution needs to 

be qualified as a diversion. Yes, deliberate water pollution may be qualified as diversion, but in all cases it 

will only be qualified by taking into account the psychic attitude towards consequences, which are 

necessarily correlated with the aim pursued. For example, if the offender pollutes the water by direct intent 

and for the purpose to weaken the economic base and the state's defense capability, then the deed will be 

qualified as diversion under the art. 343 of CC of RM. 

Thus, according to the provisions of the European criminal legislation in regards to ecological 

offenses, these are considered to be the acts committed by intent. For example, in Spain, environmental 

offenses are intentional offenses. The subject must be aware and willing to execute a pollution act that does 

not respect the administrative regulations, protecting the environment. Under the German law, the same 

principle is used: the conduct is not criminal as long as its author has not acted intentionally, except for the 

cases when the law incriminates the offences committed by fault. From this point of view, ecological 
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offenses are committed intentionally [10, p. 279]. However, in the specialized legal literature [3, p. 291] it is 

also claimed that according to the subjective aspect, water pollution offense is characterized by imprudence 

or two forms of guilt. Indeed, if the offense of water pollution is followed by damages, we say that it is 

committed by involving two forms of guilt: when the offender deliberately committing the offence, provided 

by criminal law, produces by imprudence a more serious result or a result additional to the provided one, 

investigated and accepted [23, p. 61]. In specialized literature, this form of guilt is called praiterintentia, 

oblique intent or dual intent. It is clear that the offense committed by praiterintentia does not give us the 

reason to believe that the science of criminal law recognizes some third form of guilt between intention and 

imprudence, but that there are some categories of the offences committed by involving two forms of guilt. 

This is also about the case of a water pollution offense which, in terms of our legislation, should be aware of 

a series of aggravates, because only in the case of their existence we can speak of praterinintentia (pollution 

of the water aggravated with animals’ death, illness of people or even death caused by their negligence). This 

is also supported by the Romanian doctrine [11, p. 115], where it is mentioned that in some aggravated ways, 

the environmental crime shall see praeterintentia in the subjective aspect. This will happen in cases when the 

intentional offences produce more serious consequences towards which the attitude of the offender is specific 

to fault. In fact, here too, it is observed that the attitude of the offender towards the deed must be viewed in a 

way different from that manifested in relation to the consequences (of the result) once it is stated that in case 

of consequences the attitude of the offender is specific to fault (meaning mistake, imprudence). 

However, on the background of clarification of the institution of oblique guilt, we consider it 

necessary to specify that in case of water pollution offense, it should be considered only when the offender at 

the moment of committing has a direct intention both in relation to the action and to consequences of danger 

(pollution), initially wanted, but for some reason sobtained more serious consequences than those expected 

initially. For example, through the action of polluting the water in the pond owned by the neighbor, the 

offender pursued the aim to make the owner not to use it, but further on the latter had a swim in it and died 

because of an illness. In this situation the person will be sanctioned according to art. 145 of CC of RM, being 

in the presence of intentional homicide committed by praiteral intent, applied with consideration of the 

provisions of art. 19 of Criminal Code of the Republic of Moldova (if intentional committing an offense 

results in more serious consequences of imprudence...... the offense is considered intentional). If the same 

person threw out the waste or other toxic substances in the neighbor's pond without showing any intent in 

relation to the consequence, and as a result of this deed a person was caused serious bodily injury or death, 

we are not in the presence of the offense of the water pollution caused by praeterintentia, but in the presence 

of eventual art. 229, paragraph 4 of CC of RM. We say “eventual” because we tend to modify the structure 

of the actual clause of art. 229 of CC of RM by resorting to inclusion of aggravants, so that paragraph 4 

would provide liability for the death of a person as a result of water pollution. This is how the essence of the 

provisions of art. 19 of CC of RM should be understood. Or, here, it is clearly said that if deliberate 

committing an offense results in more serious consequences, in the sense that while committing the offense 

of water pollution the offender, however, intended to produce consequences, but not to such a severe extent. 

So in the latter case, the offender generally has no intention of consequences, therefore, he will be sanctioned 

for homicide by negligence resulting from water pollution. Although obviously the text of art. 19 of the 

Criminal Code of the Republic of Moldova in the part stating that“... criminal liability for such consequences 

occurs only if the person foresaw the injurious consequences, but recklessly considered that they could be 

avoided...” points to the negligence of the offender towards the consequences, yet it does not generally refer 

to the psychic attitude towards consequences (which would include the initial ones), but only to negligence 

towards more serious consequences, that exceeded the initial intent of the offender. Using this example in 

the respective part of the exposition we imply only oblique intention and not oblique imprudence. 

Under these circumstances, we have to recognize that the provision of art. 19 of the Criminal Code 

of the Republic of Moldova refers exclusively to the part of the consequences that exceeded the initial intent, 

and only in relation to them it sets fortha rule that criminal liability arises only if the person foresaw the 

consequences, that is to say, they were done by imprudence. 

In this context, if the attitude of the offender to the original consequence is intentional, and to the one 

that has surpassed the previous (the more serious consequence) is imprudent, then, the consequence regarded 

as a whole leads to the consideration of the offense as intentional. However, if the initial attitude towards the 

consequence is imprudent and the part of the more serious consequences are also imprudent, then the offense 

remains to be regarded as committed also by recklessness (article 149 of CC of the Republic of Moldova, 

and in case of water pollution, actually in article 229 of CC of RM and eventually art.229 paragraph 4 of CC 

of RM). Thus, under all the circumstances, the provision of art. 19 of CC of RM should be applied only to 
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the extent of the more serious effects generated by imprudence exceeding the amount of the initial 

consequence pursued by the offender by direct intent (oblique intent), being considered the second offense 

constituting a single composite offense. However, it is rightly said that in offenses with two forms of guilt it 

is necessary to determine separately, in parallel, the intentional guilt of the first offense both with regard to 

actions and consequences [4, p. 172]. Therefore, praeterintentia is specific only to the intentional offenses 

(intentionalserious bodily injury that caused the death of the victim - article 151, paragraph 4 of the Criminal 

Code of RM, the intentional destruction or damage of the goods that resulted in the death of a person-article 

197 paragraph 2 (d) of CC of RM), respectively, in case of water pollution offense, when it is committed by 

intent to the consequences of danger (intentional pollution). At the same time, if by committing the same 

offense the consequences of result (murder, diversion) are followed, then we shall speak of the offenses 

provided in article 145 of CC of RM, art. 343 of CC of RM, etc. However, in the latter case the above 

mentioned provisionsshall be applied in concurrence with art. 229 of CC of RM, and eventually article 229 

paragraph of 1 CC of the Republic of Moldova, because after all, besides the death of the person, there is 

also an environmental damage that must be recovered and financially penalized. 

Thus, for better precision and clarity, in order to avoid confusion in interpreting and understanding 

the essence of the text of Art. 19 of CC of RM, it should be amended as follows: "If, as a result of intentional 

committing an offense, there have been produced more serious consequences which, according to the law, 

provide greater criminal sentence and which were not covered by the intention of the offender, the criminal 

liability for such consequences occurs only if the person foresaw more serious prejudicial consequences, but 

recklessly considered (imprudence) that they could be avoided ...". Among the other things, once again we 

observe that within one offense there are two distinct psychic attitudes of the offender, one towards the 

action and the other towards the consequences [18], [17, pp. 158-178], the guilt not being considered as 

mixed. 

If we have come to talk about recklessness, we remember that the pollution of water, in most cases, 

is done by imprudence to consequences.  

We state this in most cases, because the situations when an offender would act by direct intent 

willing to bring only the consequences of danger (water pollution) are also admitted. But there are cases 

when water pollution is aimed at destroying goods, products, or even the death of the person (consequences 

of result). That is why I have mentioned above that intent and imprudence should be analyzed in a 

differentiated way both in relation to action or inaction, and of consequences, whether they are consequences 

of danger or result. In this sense, in the criminal doctrine it is supported the idea that we are in the presence 

of a direct intent not only towards the final goal (in our case the death of the person), but also to the 

consequence (water pollution), which is the necessary means to achieve the preset goal. On the other hand, 

we say that no offense of water pollution resulting in more serious consequences (which are always 

consequences of the result) cannot be committed by intent towards the consequences of the result, because in 

this case it will no longer be qualified as such, but according to the category of consequences produced and 

wished by the offender, it will be qualified as one of the intentional offenses against health, heritage, etc. 

And here, the imprudent attitude of the offender must be examined in part, in relation to the act and the 

consequence. If, in case when the intent towards the deed is not manifested and the intent towards 

consequence, then in case of committing the offence by imprudence and the consequence shall be also due to 

imprudence. 

Undoubtedly, as it has been supported above, the environmental offense will be most often 

committed by the psychic attitude that corresponds to the fault, both intent and volitional. Negligence and 

recklessness will be those that will be most often found in the subjective aspect of the offense that is the part 

of environmental offences group [11, p. 115].  

According to the specialized literature, as well as to the provisions of art. 18 of the CC of the 

Republic of Moldova, recklessness also knows two modalities: exaggerated self-confidence (the person was 

aware of the harmful nature of his or her action or inaction, fore sawits prejudicial consequences, but 

recklessly considered that they could be avoided ...".) and negligence (the person was aware of the harmful 

nature of his or her action or inaction, but did not foresee its prejudicial consequences, though he or she had 

to be able to foresee them). 

Although it is claimed that the water pollution offense is always committed by intent towards the 

deed, yet we cannot exclude that this could be also committed by imprudence towards the deed, however, we 

have to deal more with exaggerated self- confidence encountered only in cases of accidental pollution. For 

example, the driver of the truck transporting toxic substances being self-confident of following a road bend 

at 80 km/h got overturned, and the toxic substances spilling on the ground or water caused its pollution. That 
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act is to be classified as an offense of water pollution by recklessness in the form of exaggerated self-

confidence in relation to the deed. I mean, the offender was aware of the harmful nature of his actions, but he 

recklessly thought they would not happen. In case of water pollution by intentional action, the offender 

shows negligence towards the consequences, i.e. at the moment of throwing waste or toxic substances in the 

water he or she is aware of the illicit nature of the act, but he or she did not foresee that they can bring about 

some consequences, although he could and was obliged to foresee them. In the latter case, the offender 

considers that his actions by no means will lead to water pollution, often considering them as lacking 

unlawfulness, without realizing that there may be consequences, trying to achieve his profit goal, often by 

saving money once he or she has a voide dunder taking action provided by environmental legislation. In fact, 

most water pollution activities are consciously and deliberately done by the offender, who recklessly 

considers that the consequences will not occur, and in most cases, they will not be noticed at all. These signs 

of the subjective aspect, in fact, point to the idea that most water pollution offenses are committed by 

recklessness towards the consequences. As some Russian authors mention [16, p. 62], the great majority of 

ecological offenses are committed imprudently (inadvertently), as long as the consequences are not foreseen 

or are considered to be avoided. At the same time, when committing an offense of water pollution, although 

often there is no well-defined criminal purpose, but still there is a hidden purpose, in many cases of a 

financial nature, related to the obtaining some pecuniary benefits. Therefore, so-called indirect goal is 

obvious and unique almost in all the cases – to obtain financial advantages by saving in the sense that the 

expenses for evacuation, transport, waste disposal, construction, arrangement and maintenance of special 

deposits, sewerage and wastewater storage systems, etc. are avoided. In the case of individuals, the purpose 

of committing this offense almost does not exist; it is rather about indifference to environmental components 

or numerous reasons or better said causes: lack of financial sources for construction of wastewater sewerage 

systems, lack of ecological education, knowledge in the field of proper management of harmful substances in 

agriculture, etc. 

It is precisely these circumstances in which the importance makes itself felt, but at the same time, the 

necessity of exposing the facultative signs of the subjective aspect, we are talking here about the motive and 

the purpose pursued by the offender of committing the offense of water pollution. Although, according to 

their essence, there are two elements closely interrelated and appreciated all the time in a correlative manner, 

however, they differentiate the psychic attitude of the offender in committing the offense. The first helps to 

detect the motivation, cause, or passion that made the person commit the offense, and the purpose reflects the 

objective, the result he seeks to achieve by committing the offense. The motive in all cases precedes the 

purpose in the process of internal invention of criminal intent, that is why they are considered to be the 

elements characteristic only of the offenses by intent towards the consequences. 

In this case, although these two subjective elements are every time appreciated in an optional way, 

only for the individualization of the criminal penalty, in case of certain offences the importance of resorting 

to them is known to be diametrically opposed. If, for some offenses involving water pollution, gaining an 

insight into the offender's psychic attitude to the motive and purpose which led him to act or to refrain from 

certain actions is not necessary (not interesting), then for some offenses, this fact is obligatory. Thus, as a 

rule, identifying the cause and purpose of committing a water pollution offense has no interest in 

individualizing the punishment. However, if we are referring to the fact that most water pollution offenses 

are committed by recklessness to consequences, either of danger or of result, we cannot speak of a direct 

motive and criminal pursuit in relation to them. On the other hand, the identification of motives and purposes 

intended by the offender who is not directly aimed at or limited to water pollution, but the death of the 

person, causing material loss (death of fish, agricultural crops failurebecause of the polluted water used for 

irrigation), weakening economic situation of the state, already leads us to another crime component, the 

polluted water constituting here only a means of committing the crime of homicide, etc., a tool designed in 

such a way (modified composition of water) as to make it useful for committing another intentional offense. 

In this case, water pollution does not constitute an offense itself, but coincides, merges with the mechanism 

by which the action is carried out as an element of the deed which in its turn constitutes the sign (prejudicial 

act) of another intentional offense (Article 145, 151, 197 of CC of RM, etc.), and the punishment, which is 

more serious, would, in one way or another, include and the one imposed for the pollution. In other cases, 

deliberate water pollution in order to weaken the state's economic base is a mandatory sign for considering 

other offenses, diversion in this case (Article 343 of CC of RM) and by no means the offense of water 

pollution. 

Thus, we note that the purpose of water pollution actions is not an optional sign of this component 

(229 of CC of RM), but it is rather a mandatory sign necessary to be appreciated for the qualification of the 
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offenses other than water pollution or in some cases, it coincides with their purpose. Or, the purpose pursued 

in committing the offense constitutes a helpful optional sign and necessary for individualization of criminal 

liability and punishment, the assessment of the offender's personality and not for classification of offenses, 

distinction of certain categories of offenses by others as it is in the above mentioned case. In case of a water 

pollution offense, it is more important to assess the degree of harmful consequences than the purpose of 

committing the offense, which determines the aggravating circumstances. However, at the same time, the 

purpose of the offense shall not be confused with its consequences. The first is the inner psychic attitude of 

the person towards the result that he or she will assign himself or herself with, while the prejudicial 

consequences are the effects reflecting the objective reality, surpassing even the internal perception of the 

offender. By committing the offense of water pollution, the offender pursues the purpose of saving at the 

expense of water resources that can lodge other impurities and waste without discernible effect, while in 

reality there may be consequences much more serious than the expected ones. In this context, we should not 

forget that, in terms of consequences, the offense of water pollution is often an offense committed by 

recklessness and, in case of these categories of components, the motive and purpose is of no interest in the 

process of qualification [22, p. 342]. 

 

Conclusions  

 

People do not take into consideration the catastrophic consequences of inattentive pollution of the 

environment resources, including water. Analyzing the ecological (environmental) offense situation in the 

Republic of Moldova, in particular water pollution offense allows us to make a conclusion that the law 

enforcement bodies are not in a hurry or unwilling to initiate criminal cases on the offense of water pollution, 

based on the actual criminal law; they work poorly on prevention and detection of environmental offenses 

(including water pollution offense). Considering that in this situation it is difficult to demonstrate the 

psychological attitude (the subjective aspect) to the offense and prejudicial consequences, it exempts many 

people from criminal liability. 

 The subjective aspect is one of the four key elements in forming the composition of water 

pollution offense, its precise determination will be important in qualification of the offense. The guilt of the 

offense set forth in article 229 of CC of the Republic of Moldova is expressed in both forms provided by 

criminal law as intentionally, so and imprudently, but it is not expressly indicated in the content of the 

article. What makes us specify and support that the guilt in art. 229 of CC of the Republic of Moldova is 

manifested by intent or imprudence towards the deeds and always recklessness towards the consequences 

must be expressly mentioned in the basic content of the article and we propose that legislator amends the 

content of art. 229 of CC of RM.   

At the same time, as a conclusion, it is also important to note that for the offense specified in art. 229 

of CC of RM, the motive and purpose are not set forth as an obligatory sign of the subjective aspect. 

Therefore, often the water pollution offense is considered to be committed without a specific motive and 

purpose. For these reasons, avoiding the determination of the motive and purpose in case of water pollution 

offense does not affect the process of its qualification or the individualization of the punishment to be 

applied and should not be confused with the very act by which another offense is committed (for example 

diversion). Or, in case of diversion, the aim is to weaken the economic base of the state and not to pollute 

water. 
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